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Abstract
On 16 December 2015 a severe thunderstorm and associated tornado affected Sydney causing widespread damage and insured losses
of $206 million. Severe impacts occurred in Kurnell, requiring repairs
to Sydney’s desalination plant which supplies up to 15% of Sydney
water during drought, with repairs only completed at the end of 2018.
Climatologically, this storm was unusual as it occurred during the morning and had developed over the ocean, rather than developing inland
during the afternoon as is the case for many severe storms impacting
the Sydney region. Simulations of the Kurnell storm were conducted
using the Weather Research and Forecasting (wrf) model on a double
nested domain using the Morrison microphysics scheme and the nssl
2-moment 4-ice microphysics scheme. Both simulations produced severe
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storms that followed paths similar to the observed storm. However,
the storm produced under the Morrison scheme did not have the same
morphology as the observed storm. Meanwhile, the storm simulated
with the nssl scheme displayed cyclical low- and mid-level mesocyclone
development, which was observed in the Kurnell storm, highlighting
that the atmosphere supported the development of severe rotating
thunderstorms with the potential for tornadogenesis. The nssl storm
also produced severe hail and surface winds, similar to observations.
The ability of wrf to simulate general convective characteristics and a
storm similar to that observed displays the applicability of this model
to study the causes of severe high-impact Australian thunderstorms.
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Introduction

At approximately 10:30 am local time (utc+11 hours), on 16 December 2015,
an ef2 rated tornado [13] impacted the Sydney suburb of Kurnell. The storm
and associated tornado was the most costly natural disaster of the Australian
2015/2016 summer, with insured losses of AU$206 million [5]. The Sydney
desalination plant was heavily impacted and required major repairs that were
not completed until the end of 2018, months before needing to be used during
the intense drought in 2019. Furthermore, the tornado was located only 4 km
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southeast of Sydney airport, Australia’s busiest airport.
The storm itself was unusual as it developed during the morning and over
the ocean, rather than the usual development inland during the afternoon,
associated with maximum daytime heating and Convective Available Potential
Energy (cape); this afternoon or evening storm development is more typical of
severe thunderstorms in the Sydney region [1, 14]. Additionally, observational
evidence suggests that this storm potentially produced multiple tornadoes
over its lifetime [11].
Numerical simulations of severe convective storms can provide detailed information not available from routine weather observations. The output from
these simulations can be used to better understand how storms developed
and intensified, and how specific storm-related hazards were supported by
the atmosphere. In this study, high resolution simulations are performed
using the Weather Research and Forecasting (wrf) model [10] as an initial
investigation into the characteristics of the storm.

2

Data and methodology

The wrf model was configured on a double-nested domain centred on Sydney. The outer nest is 1050 × 1050 km2 with 1.5 km horizontal resolution,
while the inner nest is 450.5 × 500 km2 with 0.5 km resolution. The model
top is set at 50 hPa, with 33 vertical levels stretching from a resolution of
approximately 52 m at the model surface to 1093 m at the model top. The
governing equations of the model are the non-hydrostatic Euler equations:
∂t U + ∇ · Vu + µd α∂x p + (α/αd ) ∂η p∂x φ = FU ,
∂t V + ∇ · Vv + µd α∂y p + (α/αd ) ∂η p∂y φ = FV ,
∂t W + ∇ · Vw − g [(α/αd ) ∂η p − µd ] = FW ,
∂t Θm + ∇ · Vθm = FΘm
∂t µd + ∇ · V = 0 ,
∂t φ + µ−1
d [(V · ∇φ) − gW] = 0 ,

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
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∂t Qm + ∇ · Vqm = FQm ,

(7)

where v = (u, v, w) represents the zonal, meridional and vertical components
of wind, θm is moist potential temperature, φ = gz is the geopotential with
height z, g is gravitational acceleration, p is the full pressure, qm represents
moisture mixing ratios, µd is the vertical coordinate metric, αd is the inverse
density of dry air, α is the inverse density of the full parcel and η is a
terrain-following hydrostatic pressure vertical coordinate. Furthermore, V =
µd v = (U, V, W) , Θm = µd θm and Qm = µd qm . The right hand sides of the
governing equations represent forcing terms from model physics, turbulent
mixing, spherical projections and Earth’s rotation. Finally, the diagnostic
equation for hydrostatic pressure is
∂η φ = −αd µd .

(8)

The model is solved with an integration time step of 3 s, using a time-splitting
third-order Runge–Kutta scheme, where acoustic modes are integrated over a
shorter time step. For more details on the model equations, and how they
are solved, the reader is referred to the wrf technical notes [12].
Microphysical parameterisation describes various cloud-scale processes such
as evaporation and melting. These processes can be represented differently,
affecting the resulting storm morphology [3]. As such, this study has performed simulations using the Morrison [8, 9] and the nssl 2-moment 4-ice [6]
microphysics schemes, which are represented in the same way on both domains.
The Morrison scheme predicts the mass of cloud, rain, ice, snow, and hail, and
the number concentration of all these particles except cloud drops. Whereas
the nssl scheme predicts the mass and number concentration of cloud, rain,
ice, snow, graupel, and hail. These schemes utilise different equations to
describe the mass, number concentration and terminal fall velocity of particles
which could significantly affect the simulation results. In order to simplify the
results, the simulations presented here did not include longwave or shortwave
radiation, boundary layer physics or surface physics.
The initial and boundary conditions used in this study are the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast’s (ecmwf) era5 reanalysis data
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set [4], which was originally on a 30 km grid, and has been interpolated to
the 1.5 km outer domain. The simulations are set to begin on 15/12/2015 at
0000 utc, and end on 16/12/2015 at 0900 utc. The inner domain data was
output every 5 min, while the outer domain was output every 15 min.

3

Event overview

Over the course of the morning, a high pressure system was located off the
southeast coast of Australia, directing moist surface easterly winds over New
South Wales (nsw; Figure 1(a)). Meanwhile, a 500 hPa trough and associated
cold pool extended from the southeast coast inland towards the northwest of
the continent (Figure 1(b)). This resulted in a broad region of unstable air
along the nsw coast, with highly unstable air concentrated over the Sydney
region and adjacent ocean (cape > 1000 J kg−1 , tt > 50 K; Figure 1(c,d)).
The marine boundary layer was capped in the early morning; however, this
cap was removed during the morning likely due to moistening and cooling of
the atmosphere above the marine boundary layer [11].
Prior to development of the Kurnell tornadic storm, there was some weak
convection over the Great Dividing Range extending into the Sydney and
central coast regions (not shown). A cluster of convection developed off the
Illawarra coast at approximately 1700 utc 2015-12-15 (not shown). The
Kurnell tornadic storm developed from the merging of two cells near Kiama
at 2100 utc (not shown). The storm tracked north, adjacent to the coast, as
a supercell thunderstorm. It then crossed the coastline and tracked through
Kurnell, producing an ef2 rated tornado (Figure 2). After passing through
Kurnell and the eastern suburbs of Sydney, the storm moved offshore in a
northeasterly direction and dissipated.
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Figure 1: Atmospheric conditions from era5 reanalysis data, at the time of
development of the Kurnell tornadic storm. Variables shown are (a) mean
sea level pressure (hPa); (b) 500 hPa geopotential height (m) represented
as thin black contours, and temperature (◦ C) represented by filled contours;
(c) convective available potential energy (cape; J kg−1 ); and (d) total totals
index (tt; K [7]).
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Figure 2: Filled contours display radar reflectivity (dbz), thin black contours
are vertical velocity (every 10 m s−1 starting at 5 m s−1 ), and vectors show
wind speed and direction, from the Kurnell radar interpolated to 2.5 km above
sea level, at (a) 2325 utc and (b) 2331 utc. The location of Kurnell is
provided by a solid green triangle. White regions are where no reflectivity
is observed by the radar. The white circle in the figure is due to the storm
propagating over the Kurnell radar, where sampling does not take place.
However, vectors still exist in this circle as the 3D wind field is retrieved using
multiple radars that sample this region.
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Simulation results

Similar to observations, both simulations display convection forming off the
Illawarra coast at 1600 utc, with additional weak convection occurring inland
of the Sydney and central coast region (not shown). Both microphysics
schemes display a merging of two cells near Kiama, resulting in one strong
storm cell propagating over the ocean adjacent to the coast, although this
occurs approximately one hour earlier than the observed cell. Additionally,
the storm produced in the Morrison scheme displays a quasi-linear convective
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system (qlcs) morphology, rather than supercell morphology (not shown).
The Morrison scheme produces a larger and stronger cold pool (not shown).
Investigation into the causes of this is beyond the scope of the present article
but could be due to greater numbers of small rain particles being simulated
in the Morrison scheme, leading to greater evaporative cooling, or it could
be due to smaller hail being simulated, leading to greater cooling through
melting. This larger and stronger cold pool in the Morrison scheme could
lead to environmental interactions that favour a qlcs mode. Due to the
difference in the simulated convective mode under the Morrison scheme, the
results herein will focus on the simulation that used nssl microphysics.
The nssl storm enters the inner domain at approximately 2115 utc, with one
main updraft that is located immediately behind the leading edge of the cold
pool (not shown). This storm begins displaying mid-level updraft rotation
at 2150 utc (not shown), followed by the development of a hook echo at
the lowest model level at 2215 utc (Figure 3(a)), which is a common radar
characteristic of supercell convection, and an area where tornadogenesis is most
likely to occur. Additionally, there is a clearly defined rear flank gust front
intersecting with the forward flank gust front at the hook echo region, with
strong inflow directed into this area (Figure 3). This low-level mesocyclone
initially draws in warmer environmental air from ahead of the gust front
(Figure 4(a)). However, strong outflow on the rear flank appears to push the
rear flank gust front away from the low-level mesocyclone (Figure 4(b)). This
likely caused the demise of the first vortex at 2330 utc, due to ingestion of
cooler, more stable air.
The simulated storm is in the vicinity of Kurnell at 2240 utc (Figure 3(b)),
and continues propagating north through Sydney. Another low-level mesocyclone develops over the ocean at 2240 utc, becoming clearly defined at
2245 utc (Figures 3(b) and 4(c)). This mesocyclone progresses along the rear
flank gust front towards the forward flank gust front, dragging warm inflow
air into its circulation at 2300 utc before dissipating (Figure 4(d)). It is
possible that interactions of the low-level mesocyclone with the forward flank
gust front led to its demise. After the storm passes through Sydney, it begins
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Figure 3: Variables shown are lowest model level reflectivity (filled contours;
dbz), wind speed and direction (vectors), and cold pool outline (thick grey
contour representing θ0 < −1 K), and mid-level vertical velocity (eta-level = 17
approximately 5 km above sea level, thin black contours; every 10 m s−1
beginning at 5 m s−1 ), for the nssl simulation. The location of Sydney is
provided by a solid green circle, and the location of Kurnell is provided by a
solid green triangle.
to propagate towards the east-northeast and change morphology into a qlcs.
The storm is supported by convergence with the cold pool boundary against
the northeasterly flow in the marine layer for some time until dissipating (not
shown).
During the course of the event, there were numerous reports of wind gusts
over 100 km h−1 and hail at most 6 cm in diameter across Sydney [2]. Figure 5
displays swath plots of maximum wind speed at 10 m, and maximum hail
diameter at the surface, between 2210 and 2320 utc from the nssl simulation.
The surface wind swath displays a large region of wind speeds over 25 m s−1 ,
with some areas above 30 m s−1 (Figure 5(b)). Furthermore, the maximum
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Figure 4: Filled contours display moist potential temperature perturbations (K) at the lowest model level, while vectors display lowest model level
wind speed (m s−1 ) and direction. All figures are from the nssl simulation.
This figure is focused on the region of rotation, so the coastline is not included
but is immediately to the left of the domain shown.
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Figure 5: Simulated (a) maximum surface hail diameter (cm) and (b) maximum 10 m wind speed (m s−1 ), between 2210 and 2320 utc for the nssl
simulation. The location of Sydney is provided by a solid green circle, and
the location of Kurnell is provided by a solid green triangle.
hail diameter swath indicates a relatively narrow region of hail between
3 and 4 cm in diameter (Figure 5(b)). Although the severe surface winds and
hail all occur offshore in this simulated storm, rather than in parts of Sydney,
the simulation indicates the environment was supportive of storms that could
produce numerous severe weather hazards.

5

Conclusions and future work

In this study, two simulations of the tornadic storm that impacted Kurnell,
Sydney, were performed using the wrf model with initial and boundary conditions from the ecmwf’s era5 reanalysis data set. Although the simulations
did not include longwave or shortwave radiation, boundary layer or surface
physics, they both accurately depict the development of a storm at a similar
time and location, and through similar mechanisms as the observed Kurnell
storm.
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Additionally, both simulations display this storm propagating north along
the coast before impacting the Kurnell and Sydney region, and propagating
back out to sea where it dissipates. This is despite the storm simulated
under the Morrison microphysics scheme displaying a different morphology
to that of the Kurnell and nssl storms. Storm trajectories typically are
dependent on the storm morphology due to the way the storm interacts with
the ambient environment and maintains its structure. The tendency for both
simulated storms to follow similar development patterns and trajectories,
despite different microphysics schemes, was very promising. This similarity in
the simulations indicates how strongly supportive the environment was for a
severe convection event to develop near Sydney. However, the different storm
morphology simulated in the Morrison microphysics scheme also highlights
the importance of the common practice of running simulations using more
than one microphysical scheme, in both research and operational settings, to
capture a range of possible storm morphologies.
The storm simulated under the nssl scheme displayed supercell characteristics,
with both mid-level and low-level rotation evident. This rotation was cyclical,
which was observed by Doppler radar on the day [11], providing further
evidence that the storm could have produced numerous tornadoes over the
ocean prior to impacting Kurnell. The nssl storm also produced large
hail and severe surface winds, although they were simulated over the ocean
rather than in the Kurnell and greater Sydney region as observed. This
difference is possibly due to the exclusion of surface and boundary layer
physics in the model, although the results presented here are still remarkably
accurate. Future work will focus on producing higher resolution simulations
using the entire model physics. This will allow detailed vorticity and parcel
trajectory analysis in order to better understand the contributing factors to
tornadogenesis. Additionally, the Bureau of Meteorology’s barra reanalysis
data set, which is higher resolution than era5, will be used for initial and
boundary conditions in future simulations. The results will be compared
against those from era5, as the higher resolution would allow for higher
resolution simulations to be performed at a lower computational cost.
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